Criticizes Press ’Exploitation’

Pres. Clark Says Lette’s Decision ’Act of Courage’
By SCOTT MOORE
Spartan Daily Editor
Pres. Robert D. Clark said yesterday he
agrees with those who have described
Roger Lette’s decision not to burn his draft
card as "an act of courage."
At the same time, Pres. Clark said he
would have liked to talk with Lette before the incident, and he criticized "exploitation" of the event by the press.
Dr. Clark said, "it is a macabre spectacle
when an incident gets this far and the
public is crying for blood." He partly
blamed the press for "dramatizing" the
planned card -burning.
In an informal interview Tuesday, Pres.
Clark also lauded the Visiting Scholar
program, represented this year by author
Erskine Caldwell.
Imemmirsomwr

On the other hand, he said, "1 li.oe
heard reports to suggest that a vast number of students were friendly to Roger and
hopeful he vvouldn’t burn his card."
Ile cited a situation connected with the
recent Viet Nam demonstrations in Berkeley as a possible way in which campus
groups could insure peaceful protests.
"One reason the Viet Nam demonstration
was contained was that 300 profs and other
leaders formally addressed themselves to
the problem of keeping the demonstration
within proper limits," he said.
’Groups on this campus need to take the
initiative on this," he continued, "although
I believe they have already done very well.
This incident only serves as a warning."
The nation’s press, Dr. Clark declared,

dramatized the incident and "aided that
segment of our public which is sensation seeking."
"I believe that the student (Lette) didn’t
anticipate how far this would go."
To emphasize his belief the incident was
exaggerated, Pres. Clark cited a theory, developed by Chicago historian Daniel Burstine, author of "The Pseudo Image in
American History."
’HAPPENED HERE’
Burstine, he said, pointed out how the
press and public sometimes separately and
sometimes together work to exaggerate an
event far beyond its original intent. ’That
happened here," the president said.
"Except for the press exploitation, it’s
better everything worked out this way because Lette arrived at his solution without

its being imposed on lino by ’in
strator," he said.
"I should have liked to talk with Lette
(before Friday) and made some effort
indirectly to approach him," Dr. Clark said.
He said he wouldn’t have approached
Lette directly because to do so "would
seem to me to have threatened h i m
administratively."
Dr Clark said, "rather than advise
Roger, I would have said, IF he had talked
with me. that the crowd was going to
exploit him."
Students such as Lette "who have problems of this proportion cart get help
through the Student Personnel Office," he
said.
"There may be occasions in which I can
be of help," he concluded.
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Today’s Weather
san Jose: Fair today and tomorrow except for patches of
fog in the morning. Today’s
highs %%ill be 80-85. Light
winds aro predicted.
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"This program helps
our provincialism and gives students a
chance to talk %kith men of letters, sciences
and practical affairs," he said.
"The principal problem with students on
this campus is that they are better than
they think they are. They need to lift
their eyes, and the Visiting Scholar Program helps them to do this," he added.
OUT OF HAND
The Friday incident, Dr. Clark said.
"was the only one that threatened to get
out of hand since I’ve been here."
"The degree of ugliness that did occur
and the crowd emotion prompts us to recognize that groups most interested in expression of freedom also need to assume
some responsibility for disciplining it," he
said.
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Draft Calls Married Men
lo.ait boards throughout the nation will start mailing
calliip notices to-childiess married men within days and the
first groups should be in uniform by Christmas, a UPI survey
indicated yesterday.
California Selective Service officials disclo.sed yesterday
that 2,844 more men probably will be called up for the December draft quota than were called this month.
But a spokesman said it was impossible to determine how
many childless Married men would be included as California’s
share in the manpower build-up to meet demands of the Viet
Nam war.
GO-AHEAD
The Selective Service system gave local draft boards a
go-ahead Tuesday to start using the previously low-priority
classification to fill quotas depleted by the manpower drain
of the Viet Nam war.
Col. Walter Henderson, deputy Selective Service system
director for California, said the December quota was set by the
Pentagon at 4,727, probably the first month married men without children woukl be inducted.
’The figure compared with 2,983 for November and 1,873 for
October. The draft has steadily accelerated in California since
January when the quota was 487 men.
PHYSICALS
Henderson said some married men already have been
ordered for preinduction physicals but "we have no way of
knowing how many would be involved" in the call-up. He said
it depended upon how quickly local boards depleted their supplies of single men.
"It would probably be December before we are forced
to go into the childless married group," Henderson said. "That
is the earliest that we can foresee at this moment."
ELIGIBLE
There arc a total of about 17 million men in the United
States in the current draft eligible age range of 18 to 26.
Under the system of priorities used, the first to go are
draft eligible delinquentsthose who deliberately tried to evade
service. Next come the volunteers. Then the 19 to 26 bachelors,
followed by childless married men. There are no present plans
to draft fathers.
Below these, and interwound with some of the top priority
groups are other classifications ranging all the way from students, to doctors. and 4 -F’s to 18-year-olds, who can’t be
drafted mud ;ill other 1 -A’s have been called.

Students allti taculty are invited tz meet and chat with
Mr. and Mrs. Erskine Caldwell today at 1:30 p.m. ln
the Home Economies Quad.
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Council Reconsiders
’Conflict of Interest’
Student Council again referred ’unwritten rules.
the four-week-old issue of conflict I The issue of conflict of interest
of interest to committee following arose four weeks ago following a
an informal report of a special ’vote of 7-5-2 by council on a resoAd Hoc Committee which has yeti lution favoring the allocation of
$714.50 to the Model United Nato meet formally.
The Ad Hoc Committee consists tions (MUN).
QUESTIONS VOTE
of chairmen of council’s three
ASB Pres. John Hendricks said
standing committees: J. J. Fraser,
senior representative and chairman at the time three members of
of the Finance Committee. Bill council should not have voted, beClark, junior representative and cause they were enrolled in the
chairman of the Campus Policy MUN class. Hendricks emphasized
Committee, and Dick Miner, senior he was questioning the vote on
representative and chairman of the legal and not personal grounds.
Miner and Jim Lambrinos, sophoExternal Polley Committee.
SELF-DECISION
more representative. both memClark and Miner said council bers of MUN abstained. Vic Lee,
members should decide for them- also in MUN and sophomore repselves whether their votes on an resentative voted "yes."
issue constitute a conflict of interASB Vice President and council
est.
chairman, Jerry Spolter, then reMiss Fraser urged council to ferred the matter to the standing
draw up a set of rules, defining committees and formed the Ad
what actions by council members Hoc committee to discuss the matdo involved a conflict. or adopt ter.
a "gentlemen’s agreement" whereCouncil later approved the MUN
by council members would follow request

Informal Chat

for Today’s Writers

Caldwell Predicts Return
Of Story-Telling Novel
"Young writers of today do not of cotton pickers and nothing has as well join the Marine Corps.
In an earlier visit to a creative
have to contend with censorship been done to help these people.
"The War on Poverty" is an writing class Caldwell told stuand consequently in their frustration to create fiction these writers experiment and hasn’t yet proved dents that he lived and grew up
will bring back the good old rous- itself," he declared. "It is a good in the "old plantation system"
ing, storytelling novel," Erskine example of what the whole nation South where social life was genCaldwell, SJS Visiting Scholar, would be like if it were socialized." erally "sordid." "I observed poverConcerning the campus scene, ty and injustice impased on both
said last night in Concert Hall.
Speaking to a capacity audience, the ruddy faced writer related that whites and Negroes and this inCaldwell said writers are tiring 30 years ago there was a more spired me to write," he said.
Well known as one of the most
ocalized spirit, and more time for
of the four-letter words.
"The writing cycle will be com- heerleading. "Today’s students prolific writers in America, CaldPleted as these authors use multi- are more advanced into maturity," well attributed his early training
syllable words and once again re- he said.
to a "tough city editor" on the
When asked about the current Atlanta Journal who made him
turn to telling just a story," Caldtrend in student demonstrations, "go out, get the news and write
well added.
During his lecture, the distin- specifically draft card burners, it down fast."
"I still write eight to ten hours
guished author pointed out that Caldwell stated, "I am not an
writers must have compulsion, isolationist; these guys are too old per day I just can’t quit. I’m
talent and experience.
to join the Boy Scoutsthey may an addict," he concluded.
"There is no secret to writing,"
by Steve Starr
Caldwell commented. "The ability
to become a writer results from
WELCOME TO SJSSJS President Dr. Robert D. Clark, left,
the combination of compulsion
and Mary Pepys, chairman of the college Visiting Scholar Com.
with talent under the right situmittee, greet Erskine Caldwell, SJS’ Visiting Scholar at yesteration and luck."
day’s President’s reception given in the author’s honor.
"A writer must also seek experiences to fortify these compulsions," he said.
Robert Satin, former Peace Harvard University in 1958.
Earlier yesterday, Caldwell and Corps director in the Dominican
Following his service in the
Virginia,
visited
sociology
wife,
his
Republic, will tell "What Hap- ’Dominican Republic, Peace Corps
and creative writing classes. They
’director Sargent Shriver appointalso served as guests of honor at pened in Santo Domingo" in a ’ ed Satin special assistant for pubspeech
today
at
2:30
p.m.
in
Conreception
President’s
morning
lic affairs. Satin works in Washthe
given by Dr. Robert D. Clark and cert Hall, Dan Sharp, Peace Corps ington, but travels throughout the
Engthe
luncheon
sponsored
by
United
States speaking on the
a
coordinator, announced .
Today is the last day to vote tive in order to initiate, support lish Department Faculty.
The 34-year-old Satin finished Peace Corps.
At a mid-afternoon press con- two years’ service in the Dorrunfor two freshman Student Coun- and effectuate programs designed
ference, Caldwell noted for his lean Republic last August. He was
cil representatives and for the at increasing and enhancing the
cultural, social and educational op- novels about the downtrodden poor there during American intervenHomecoming Queen.
of the South. was asked his opin- tion in the nation following the
portunity of all students."
The polls will be open at two
on the engagement of:
Turkus--"There are several rea- ion of the "War on Poverty" pro- allegedly Communist - dominated
Seventh Street locations and acros.s sons why I have chosen to run gram in the southern states.
revolt.
from the bookstore from 8:30 a.m. for the office of freshman repreGwen Galusha, Alpha Phi, junior so.
Caldwell replied in a way he said
"Satin was one of the key fig- cial science major from Newport
to 7:30 p.m.
sentative. One of the most im- was non-political, "My recent ob- ures in the crisis in Santo
Beach, to Randy Wright, a Theta Chi
DominBarry Brown (SPUR), John portant is that there are many servations there have not been
go," Sharp said. "He and the Peace fraternity member and a senior busiGraham and Barry Turkus SPUR) programs and ideas I would like optimistic."
ness
management student from NewCorps volunteers were the only
are running for two council seats. to see Student Council initiate and
"The planned aid may touch a people who could get through the port Beach.
Arnett’ Heaton, sophomore English
The three finished in a tie as bal- ,niforce. I feel I could help ’bring few," he stated, "but the great
lines of both factions.
major from Cupertino. to Chuck Ruloting closed last week.
to life’ some of these programs, majority of people for whom the
"Satin
was
responsible
for ne- bin, senior journalism student. The
In the running for Homecoming such as: a campus beautification program was intended have not
couple have set August as a wedding
gotiating the release of American date.
Queen are Linda Eckberg, Betty program, an increased cultural been reached."
prisoners held captive by the Vicki Glanville, graduate student at
Lou Mathes, Lynn Nibbe, Kris program and an inves. ligation of
The author explained that mech- rebels. His role in
the crisis was Stanford Research Institute, to David
Oxsen and Judy Salberg.
the approved housing issue."
anization has displaced thousands featured on national television."
Toyer, senior chemistry major from
In campaign statements the
Mountain View. They plan to marry
Satin will speak today and stay Dec. 18.
freshrnan candidates said:
government
on campus tomorrow to talk to 711
Brown "Student
Fre, senior art major from
students and answer questions as Fremont, to Jones C. Jones, senior
can be a junior partner in educaaccounting
major and a member of
propart
educational
offering
of
the
tion by
Peace Corps team visAlpha Eta Sigma and Tau Delta Phi.
iting the SJS campus this week.
grams and by representing student
June 19 was set as their marriage
Students wishing to speak to date.
views before appropriate members
The AS13 Recognition Committee will hold interviews this after- Satin or others with the Peace
of the administration. This can
best be done by attempting to noon iit 2 in the College Union, Clark Heinrich, ASB personnel officer, Corps may visit the organization’s A complimentary copy of our 115
Bridal Guide is yours by callcampus booths on Seventh Street, page
reach an ideal equilibrium in its has announced.
ing Vienna Watkins ... Bridal ConThe interviews will select five members and a chairman for the in front of Spartan Bookstore and sultant.
cultural, entertainment and sernear the main entrance to the
vice programs so a maximum num- commit tee.
Engagements will be announced
Interviews for four members of the Student Activities Board library.
ber of students can he benefitted."
very Thursday, courtesy of:
Graham - - "I have chosen to ISAB) are set tomorrow at 2 p.m. in the College Union.
Born in Chicago, Satin was
graduated from the University
campaign independent of political
*
*
*
Retakes of student model photos for Sparta Life feature maga- of Michigan with an A.B. degree
parties so I can be free from political pressures and unnecessary zine will be shot today in the Journalism Building patio from 1:30 and subsequently received his B.S.
MOTOR HOTEL
influences when elected. I seek to 2:30 p.m. only. Would-be male and female motiels for the campus and M.S. degrees there. He re- 4290 El Camino
Polo Alto
Phone 327.0000
ceived a teaching fellowship at
the office of freshman representa- magazine are also ink Red to report at this time.

Peace Corps Representative
To Talk on Santo Domingo

Frosh, Queen Race
Ends This Evening
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Editorial Comment

MR. PRESIDENT:
During

aware of a serious lack of confidence b)
faculty-ad iii i i ii-tration Directors of Spar

’Unrivaled Opportunity’
When President John F. Kennedy
established the Peace Corps in NW,
he met with some skeptitism.
Many Americans felt that the organization would not work. that young
kinericans are not sufficiently interested in world problems to live under
pr live. crowded conditions in counhome with unfamiliar
tries far f
people.
Others felt that volunteers would
lit. in danger overseas arid that helping
underdeveloped nations help themselves is not worth the trouble and
iiiiii ley it would entail.
But these fears have proved to be
unfounded. In the five years the Peace
Corps has lwen in operation. it has
done a magnificent job rof aiding foreign peoples and of making friends
for the I oiled statc,
Presently, 111.01in volunteers. including 163 students from San Jose
State. are serving in 4b countries in
Asia, Africa. and I,atin America.
But the greatest success of the
Peace Corps is shown by the fact that
this number of volunteers is far f
adequate. The Peace Corps is receiving
more requests than it can fill. This is
one reason why the organization is conducting a volunteer recruitment drive
this week at SJS. an institution which
has given the Peace Corps ccellent
support in the past.
These volunteers are working w lilt
students. farmers. peasants
people
and government officials --in distant

for

qualified

kniericatis

anil their country."
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the Spartan Bookstore and Cafeteria.1
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MR. PRF:SIDENT:
Artiele VII of the Acts of Incorpora

I m Bobby Baker, the only author commissioned NOT
to write a book on the administration he served under."

Hon

state:

this

corporation

elmeti

shall

of
be

directors
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Hy Existential Ways
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"The

faculty, and four or more of whom shal
he members of the student body."

Retreat Into Oblivion

SJS in. Retrospect
15 SE.SRS AGO
’It illative plans for the (S)P rooters’ train
were released la the train committee. Plans
call for a minimum 250 students to make
the trip. A first -aid center and snack bar
were to be mailable tor the students’ use
as well as a special car for dancing. Price of
the round trip was $4,
10 YEARS AHO
Plans were announced for a new credential
to be offered in 1956 for the teaching of exceptional children. Two majors will be offered
under the credential: teaching the mentally
retarded and speech correeiriii for the hard
of hearing.
5 l’EARS AHO
Extra precautions were being taken to
safeguard the 50-foot high bonfire structure
prepared for the homecoming game with
Washington State l’ohersity. A total of 100
fraternity pledges provided around -the-clock
sentry duly because nine of the previous
12 years, the fire was prematurely set.

If the student members of the boan

are

kind, and we. the students of I iiiiii anity,

By TONI MEAD
ashington Square was raped last
week as the eyes of the nation watched.
This institution of higher learning.
villich perpetuates %alues and stimulates
. felt the sad grips
ideas through educaf

proclaim

that

14 li

tomorrow

v(ill

be

But cont.

we must in the rut of

impassionate ways as we I’

lemn a man

to believe and to speak out what he believes.
We have committed the greatest of all

nation, SJS

errors by denying a person to time con-

a symbol
students reduced one man
to a humiliated, confused
of conviction

viction and to speak for those convictions.
We have crow(161 around the plat-

human being.

form and castrated the the nits and convictions of one man. Otte man, who in
his act and by his words, represented the

the eyes

of

the

Standing on the antiquated edifice of
democracy. this one man becanie an island,
away from the main.
Anil if no man is an island, as declared
by our contemporary students, what occurred at this college last Friday destroyed
the hope for a more peaceful tomorrow.
0er and over. the history books repeat

the same

tragic mistakes of man-

lo all other nuni

Nil,

Artich

is it that factilty-adminis
members of the hoard lune dis

then why

[rat’

courage(’ and voted against student mem

better.

of a seething mob reduce academia to its
lowest common denominator.
Before

considered equal

hers of the board as implied in

one last remaining hope for mankind.
X% !tether his ideas were right or wrong
is of little importance. He believed and
was willing to sacrifice for that belief.
111ankind has echoed the philosophy
that one must believe. and we, the students at SJS, have spoken out against it.

rain for ’the

hers who wish to

lair.’

0

chairman?
AIR. PRESIDENT:
According to

Article

IV

of

Laws. members tor the board

the By

of director

have specific authority: "to appoint
remove officers.

employees

and

agents

fix their respective duties and earnpensa
linnlf. ;he." board fixes duties and compen
Rations for employees, why is it that thi
policy was not followed during the sum
mer when the salaries of the Bookston
and Cafeteria managers were raised
out the approval of the board?
1%IR. PRESWENT:
problem facing Sparta’
Shops during the past year has been thi
use of funded reserves; as you know 16
A

serious

trustees have adopted a policy whereb!
Shops must 6

all activities of Spartan

Reaction to

riday s Crowd, Restrainers

leflo
card. 1.1.11e ..4,1%.
piety a yew ie,e.

]!cz 1r’ didn’t lode hi,:
apAlhclic

Tony A1111111111,
Asit 1.1;114

Editor:
’rhe flay was Oct. 22, 1965. It was warm.
Roger Lette was speaking but I couldn’t see
him. Ile said about what I expected him lo
say, that he didn’t support War and this was
his personal protest. He said he ivalized the
consequences . . .
A student addressed the crowd, ’Forget
shout all the idealism that hait been sriouted
from this platform today. Think of the realities! Think of spending five years in jail.
Think of raising $10,000." These remarks set
riff a new outburst of sarcastic, irresponsible
remarks
The crowd wasn’t there to witness or identify with a protest. It was the renowned SJS
tradition. a TGIF. But, instead of drinking
beer for kicks, the crowd had its fun at the
expense of a fellow student.
I was shocked that people’s minds, especially those active on a college campus, could
be so sick, so twisted, so perverted, that they
would derive pleasure out of an individual’s
serious pursuit of an ideal.
It was not until the next day that realized what Roger Lette was really pmtesting.
Vlet Nam was only part of the message.
Martin Agronsky, who appeared on campus the previous day, told of a Jewish boy
he had interviewed. He had asked him what
was swung with the world today.
The boy answered. saying that there was
simpty not enough love. mr. Agronsky said
he reacted somewhat sarcastically to the
seemingly unsophisticated anssver. He later
realized how perceptive the boy was.
Roger Lette was rebelling against a nation of rxople vvho react to the war in Viet
Nam with apathy. Some of the very people
who react with indifference to the dying
Vietnamese, reacted without empathy to this
boy’s protest.
The crowd came, not to see consiction
hacked with action, hut to witness defiance
of the law, with total disregard of consequences. "Burn, baby, burn" was directed
towards the draft card. yet the crowd knew
that his destruction was to be a direct result.
When Roger Let.te found somebody that
"loved" !urn enough to care about him just

Inc.

the hoard.

Thrust and Parry
’TG Attitude Distorts
Gist of Forum Plea’

in student members ol
Spartan Shops. Itw. operate,

Shops,

tan

rountries such as Ethiopia. Iran and
\
They rerei». little pay for the
hours of hard work they must do. Ilut
the lack of financial reward is compensated by the knowledge that they
arr. helping a troubled world funet.
with peace and hope.
We urge all students to look into
the possibility of joining the Peace
Corps and serving two years in a
country which needs anti appreciates
the hell) it gets front the Corpsmen.
s Sargent Shrivel-. head of the Peaer.
is an unrivaled
Corps. has said.
opportunity

the past fhe years I lime beer

’Men Protected Lette
Ry Restraint Hove’
Editor:
When Roger Lenses father :imminent in a
highly distraught manner 111;11 he would
take his son home or "bury him," it was
:moment that he intended to iestrain Roger
physically For all anyone knew, he might
haxe pulled out a pistol and shot Roger on
the spot.
How can you condemn Hoggen. Lokey and
Oiling for restraining the man. and at the
same time contend that Mr. Lette had the
right to restrain his son?
Page Brim
ASit 4385

’Fraternity Roy’ Says
Criticism Questionable
Editor:
As; a "fraternity boy," I would sincerely
like to ft:ink Bah Vogel for his most insightfal squib met. 25, eloquently expressing personal value jtatintornts concerning the
behavior of ALL "fraternity boys" on this
campus.
I am glad to note that San Jose State is
wash:eine mature non-Greek individuals (such
as Mr. Vogel) not making bombastic overgeneralizations of a whole system based on
the actions of a few. It is perfectly evident
that fraternities have nothing positive to contribute to this campus as illustrated by their
continual growth.
As
"fraternity boy," T hope this type of
constructive. positive criticism continues to
flow from the mouths of mature individuals
so that all students may gain a total picture
of Greek life.
Donn Murphy
Sigma l’Ist Epailon
A 11090

Student Calls Holding
Of Farber ’Disgraceful’
Editor:
The actions of Gene Lokey, Brian Heggen
and Larry Collins were disgraceful last Friday. They had no right to interfere with
Thomas Lette as he tried to talk to his son.
Their forceful restraint shovred, among other
things, their complete lack of respect for the
man, his son and the gravity of the situation.
I think Thomas Lette showed great restraint in not turning on those "mature college students" and "forcibly" pushing them
to one side.
Also, if I’m not mistaken, Gene Lokey was
one of the candidates for president of the
student body last spring. Considering his actions and those of his companions, I think
we are very fortunate that he was not elected.
Ann James
A13315

JFK’s Past Advice
Applies to Present
Editor:
I have read with some interest the publieity your paper has given to the individuals
burning their -draft cards. It occurs to me
that the subject is being treated with a gentility unbecoming to such virile pursuits as
war, loyalty, honor and courage.
I cannot see why the students of SJS or
any other American college or university must
pay homage to a man who refuses to honor
his country. I cannot see why crowds of young
Americans should sit back idly while a man
flings insult and open disrespect at their
comity; at their code of life; at their comniitments and purposes.
would ask how a man who refuses service
in his country may face other men who have
faced their obligations. What does he say?
How does he look into the eyes of the men
who have done what had to be done, who
have served when called?
How does he look into the faces of wives
and sisters and mothers whose men have
gone? Does he simply say, "I didn’t want to
don’t believe in war?"
I least that you shall be able to answer

completely

self-supporting.

The problem is to cnate a progran
of expenditures within the limits of thi
Shops Reserves which will allow for re

these questions for me because I really want
to know. There is one other question. A man
on a bitter cold day in January 1961 asked this
much of our generation: "Ask not what your
muntry can do for you, ask what you can
do for your country."
As the flames consume your draft card,
would you answer the honest challenge of
that man’s words by saying that those ashes
signify what YOU can do for your country?

to

Nancy Joan Edwards
A5303

to

placement of equipment. expansion
operation of facilities.
If
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board

the responsibilit:
to Is
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determine how the reserves are

used, why

a recommended program

December 17, 1964, concerning thi
matter circulated to fartilly-administratioi
dated

members of the board nitl
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directors of th;
plan?

the student

existence of such a

’Refusal To Comply
Takes Most Courage’

AIR. PRESIDENT:
In terms of the future, 1 believe
the answers to these questions are

ilia

Editor:
It took courage for Roger Lette to stand
on that podium Friday. It took more courage
for him to realize that he can do more to
support his convictions than satisfy the entertainment requirement for so many on
campus.
I went to the Seventh Street Forum simply
to watch him burn his draft card. I was
shocked, however, by the conduct of a large
number of my fellow students. I am ashamed
to be part of a student body that taunts
speakers with phrases like "burn, baby, burn"
and "talk is cheap, let’s see some action."
A revs announced that they respected his
"guts" but they never stopped to consider
the gravity of the situation. Most of them
just clamored for a spectacle.
I wonder how many of those raving adolescents would have the courage to stand
up similarly for their convictions. Probably
none. The crowning blow to my faith in these
people CilITIP when a foreign student remarked,
"I don’t understand hon.’ this country got so
big with people like this."
To Mr. Lette and those like him, I wish to
offer this comment. The constitution is the
principal tool we have used to build this
country. Working within the framework of
the constitution Is the way to affect change.
As a citizen, you have the moral obligation
to improve our laws and our goals. It is also
your moral duty to make these changes
within the law unless you wish to he guilty
of infringing upon the rights of those who
do not agree with you.
Jack Engiish
AViitt
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Comnt Presents
Spectacular Show

Extramural Events

Coeds Engage in Sports
R. JOANNE OWENS
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
SJS’s women’s hockey team will
compete against Cal on the Seventh St. hockey field this Saturday. at 9::10 a.m.
The WOMCO’S hOCkey team is extramural activity sponsored by the
ASIS, which propagates the funds
to carry out the program. The
team also participates in various
ts Days and Play Day activitinder the direction of Miss
lo ,tt Walter, professor of physical
education.
"Extramural activities provide
opportunities for college women
Mr:rested in a sport to participate
and compete with wotnen of the
other institutions," said Mrs. Mary
H. Gilbert, assistant professor of
physical education. Activities set
aside for this Saturday’s meet in-

Grad Interviews

If:1’,
te ).!
iathematics. will lecture
Harold D. Foss, personnel staff1;,1"Pj ...,,11130FS"
oday ing specialist with the Social SeIsswilinire; at 12:30.
curity Administration, will be on
dere is
msored i y the Cat-niers Tuesday to interview
Januery and June graduates for
C4Kilertirsdig Management Intent positions.
Interested students are urged to
contact the Placement Center,
ADM234, to arrange interview appointments, Mrs. Mary Schaaf,
supelvisor of business and indusOpen Toni9hf
’yr 7,ANA141.7TNiFitr. triel placement, said.
,..../60,413-2.4.i....:74.1. -anitn.A.ALBIMIll.., .s., , LROSAMINNIIMMErAMPF1
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1 r.f
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man%%it!) those equally skilled students ,
es a. activity. the AVRA
fr.:an. other institutions," she add - ,
.
n-preskicnt, advisor
ed.
co-curricular coordinaAny woman student, regardless and e
rtin!see-s the progrem and
of race, color, or creed, who-is t.r.
’
and standards.
presently enrolled as an under- sc
1.
coached by a
graduate student in good standing
in the Women’s
in any college such as SJS, is eli- .. ,!Ily
o.sical Edueation Department.
gible to participate in any of the
"Neither it:. tont nee ads isar reextramural activities such as
tut! the exSports Day or Play Days, which ceive any t !..1 ,aicssor Giltramural
are sometimes coed.
rci t said.
Snorts Days are defined a,
those events in which schools coinpete against others while maine .1
taining their own identity.
FORM TEAMS
Playdays, also a product of extra -mural events, allow individuals
from participating schools to "integrate" and form teams.
The extrarnural program at SJS
is administered under the policies
set forth by the National Joint
Committee on Extramural Sports
for College Women, a committee
composed of representatives from
tho National Association for Physical Education of College Women
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Natural
Styled Haircuts

CARM’S
NATURAL STYLING
BAREER SHOP
,Y 7-7022
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No Reagan Attac
Christopher Rules

SACRAMENTO UPI1- George
Christopher, 57. as of now plans
to avoid perionally attacking his
major opponent far tile COP
4 ubernatot ial norninat ionif he
can.
But in the opening day of his
primary campaign, Christopher
made it no secret that he opposed
-erne of ilei 01’ Ronald ReaganS
positions on various issues.
He automatically became a
"stop Reagan" candidate. The fortrier San Francisco mayor called
e.,imak -the leading candidate of
the so-called moderate sphere ot
:he Republican Party."
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"Modern Racing
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SALBERG

8 p.m.
Tonight: 244 S. it- I S4.
Fri. Nite. 840 Town & Country
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FREEMAN’S
Sports Center
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BOB SCHERNE
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CAROL CAR
RICK SKINNE
TOM MEA
JEFF STOCKTO
SUSAN KAN
AN CRAWSHA
CHRIS RICHEI
STEVE BETTII
DAVE SHEPAP
IN MacEACHER
DON TODOROI
RICHARD LO’
JOE MORIAR
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TERRY PETERS(

Redi.Room

,

The SJS Air Fotee (ROTC.
will hold a smoker ton,:rht at 7:30
for ell guests in rooms A and B
of the cafeteria.
Gui.a speaker will be Air Force
Eirst LI Philip J. Greeley, a 1962
SJS graduate now serving at Ert1 watrl, Air Force Base. Ile will
!speak on "Air Force System Command."
Greeley. an engineer., is pre.ently doing re.search on the X-15
duo-att.
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Viet Cong Commandos Hit
Two Major U.S. Air Bases
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MEL CARTER
In

In Person
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with
the sound of
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wath
The Soul Vender,
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The
;ries in .1Iy
,iotn Swinurear

and

The Afiractions

The English
Tickets May Be Purcka:ed At
Box Office, Daily 4-10 p.m.
Limited Number Available

8:30-12:30 p.m.
$2.00 per person

Men’s Wear

Cent-Mental Oiler &a

8:30-12:30 p.m.
$2.0Ca per person

6100 Martin Ave.Santa Clara
244-4743
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’Royal Ballet’ Film
To Run With Exhibit
A special showing of the world
famous film "An Esening with
the Royal Ballet," will be presented at
The at er,

the San Jose Fox
d ric sday and Thurs-

day. Performances begin at 2:30
and 8:30 p.m. A special student
show b2)12.;ns :it 4:39 p m.
The tilm vf a, rr..uie
in
with Rodclph
Lt1,1 alai.1- ontcyn It feature s Das
I

Berry has announced an art exhibit mill be displayed in the
theater lobby.
The exhibit, "Prize-Winning
Painters." features out,tandims
arca [mkt.: who base
iscsnt LIjialdS et the t
Stai,: Fair.
11.:lechl in the psiti
:int;
I
if
...iy

BETTY LOU
MATHES

Homecoming Queen
sponsored by
Spartan

Marching Bond
Fraternity

Sigma Chi

Poetry Corner
its

st

Studnts interested in submitting poetry fo Spartan Daily
asked to bring poems to Susan Crawshw, Fine Arfs
nclitot J208. "Poetry Corner," forum for studnt poetry and commentary,
will be a asgular feature.
EDITOR’S NOTE.
or

publiCe1011

against the wind
will fall
%shell winds change
And to those
with the true belief
that change is a basis for life
I caution this:
13uilcl fait your hopes tuu high
nor reach upward
lest by the Code
of your tiffs motivation
you fall too far
when the winds of change
change
An interview with AI Mason:
SPARTAN DAILY: What motisated you t.3 write this poem"
MASON: My poems are written by me to myself. That is thi.
motivation. But if others become motivated by my thoughts. it will
help to make a world more like the one I would, ideally, like to live
in. Everyone must strive to obtain his own goals .. . that’s up to
them. Everyone has the right to do this as long as they don’t
prevent others from doing the same . . . a mutual respect for
diverging moralities.

EXTREMISM
SPARTAN DAILY: In this poem you caution against extremism.
Some may regard you as fin extremist.
MASON: Extremism is good or bad depending on the ends. Not
a tactic but a degree of dictation to one’s moral code.
SPARTAN DAILY: But you’re cautioning against all extremism.
ore you not?
MASON: I’m cautioning against irrationality. Extreme irration.ility is wrong and should be avoided. On the other hand, extreme
rationality’ is moral and good.

DYLAN

to

SPARTAN DAILY: Somc pecple think Dylan is quite ratienal.
MASON: People like to think of themselves and these who
express their beliefs. as rational.
SPARTAN DAILY: Don’t ycu?
MASON: Yes, hut I see (3r:re:fiction in Dy ’
r
Er. willing
to recogrize it in myself. That
the mat k
I
.y.
SPARTAN DAILY: Are yce willing to
2, ,
. A_yn Rand?
MA.S:CN: If it can be shown to me or if I can sss it.

End Forum." The 2li-hour tape
will begin at 6:30 p.m.
The Forum. "Curriculum Requirements: Are They Worth
It?" was sponsored by Tau Delta
Phi, men’s honorary scholastic
fraternity.
Mervyn Cadwallader,
asso-

BILL COSBY
. . . comedian

Today:
5:00 p.m.Campus
5:55
--Lockheed Dige,,
0:00
Spart an Speel I
l.N. Newsletter
6:15
fi 10
/pen End"

Guest Soloist
Thomas Rs:an. professor of
MUSIC, will be guest soloist with
the San Leandro Symphony Orchestra on Saturday, 8:15 p.m.,
in the Bancroft Junior High
School Auditorium. He will be
heard in the Second Piano Concerto of Rachmaninoff.

Bill Cosby
To Perform
Tomorrow
Tickets are available for the
Bill Cosby Show at the San
Jose Box Office, 40 W, San
Carlos St. Cosby will appear in
San Jesse Civic Auditorium tomortow at 8:30 p.m.
The many-sided comedian has
appeared on the Jack Pear,
Johnny Carson isnd Gary Moore
shows. He has performed before President Johnson.
Cosby now has his own television series, "I Spy," a spoof
on the super-sleuths.

Music Majors
To Present Recital
Today At 1:30
Two music majors will perform at the student recital today, at 1:30 p.m. in Concert
Hall.
Baritone Carson Wong will
sing "I attempt from loves’ sickness to fly" by Purcell. He will
also sing Merikanto’s "A Fairy
Story by the Fire." Wong, singing selections from Verdi’s Un
Ballo in Maschera, will sing the
recitative, "Alzato! la, tuo figlio
and the aria, Eri tu.
Pamela Pyle will play Schoenberg’s Klavierstucke,..0p. 11 for
piano. She will also play Ravers
"Oiseaux triste" and Liszt’s Hungarian Rhapsody, No. 6.

CAL BOOK
ANNEX
Open Tonight

our lambswool V-neck pullover
... big look for Fall ’65!

116111g
Showing up with casual good looks...on leading campuses
from West to East. Our superb quality sweater fashioned by
Byford of Britain. Authentic saddle shoulder styling. Ten rich
heather colors! A first-rate buy at only 14.95.
Charge up to $100just On your reg. or faculty card

GRODII\I"S
VALLEY FAIR SHOP MON. THRU FRI. UNTIL 9:30 P.M.
SHOP MON., WED., THURS., FRI.,
SAN ANTONIO CENTER
UNTIL 9:30 P.M.

Folk ’Majority’
To Entertain
"The Back Pt:rch Majority,"
a group of seven talented artists, will perform in the Men’s
Gymnasium at 8:15 p.m., Nov.
10. The program is sponsored
by the Spartan Programs Committee of the ASB as the first
in the "Washington Square"
series.
The group incorporates folk
music, ingredients of the ragtime era and a quality called
"delight," rendering music which
is modern as tcmorrow.
iel(rt, are S1.50 f3r students
- i S2 f
e.nartall
fcr, y
ar
poi

Lpert VcIL,e,rn Repair

VOLKSWAGENS ONLY

FREE LURE & SAFETY CHECK
with OIL CHANGE
oil Change
$2.99
:111A

71..YINC; A

FREE
FREE
Total Cost
THREE "K"
IMPOPTID CAR SERVICE

Ilth and SANTA CLARA

k inner
Earlier this week, the editor
accepted in good faith an information form for the "Beau Ties’’
column announcing .the bethrothal of a "Miss Nancy Wallen,
junior physical education major
y." and a
from Casti
-First Lt. Lynn ’Nielsen, 1963
SJS gradvaie in ( lemcntary education, now enliste.I in the U.S.
Marine Corps."
The form carried a signature

San Jase Slate’s Traditional .sluips
San Fcrnando Streets

also Toun & Country Village

apparently that of "Nancy Wallen," and further listed her
phone number and address. The
latter information was coirect,
but everything else on the form
was found to be incorrect.
Miss Wallcn is not engaged to
Petersen.
Campus Life editor cautions
contributors that such "jokes"
can embarrass principals and the
Daily. Conscientious efforts are
made to verify all contributions,
and it will be necessary to dis-
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scheduled programs tonight

WINDS OF CHANGE
by AI Ila.an, menhir, jaunt:akin major
A structute built

PUBLISHERS

blue. linat greets

MC,

air a tape of last Friday’s "Open

MASON: Most publishers ate trying to print what they can sell.
The problam Hos with the declining interest of the American public
in poetry.
SPARTAN DAILY: Why is this so?
MASON: Well, the American public as a whole has shyed away
from culture as being, oh, to() snobbish or complicated.
SPARTAN DAILY: Is poetry a dying form?
MASON: No. not as long as there are poets and readers. It will
pcbahly lime a revival in popularity some day when our cultural
values impose.
MASSES
SPARTAN DAILY: Was there a time when poetry svas more
popular %%Rh the masses?
MASON: There was a time when more of the masses had culture.
SPARTAN DAILY: Is pact Bob Dylan culture?
MASON: I’m rot familiar enough with Mr. Dylan’s works to
gise adequate commentary. However, fiom what I have seen and
heard of his works, he sesms ta hose some promise. He will be
culture when he aScis reason to his flair for cteativity.

:114C 111

Radio station N.SJS-E’SI,

WO

. RATIONALITY

of 837r fine wool. 17’;’ quality 111011iliC

KSJS Airs Forum

s’s ( KASS sllaSS
is Editor

SPARTAN DAILY: Do you think that rationality might be a
subjective value? That is, w-hat may appear rational to one may be
irrational to another.
MASON: The rules of reasoning are pretty much universal.
Contradiction is the principal mark of irrationality. Reason is the
only moral absolute I recognize. Most people use reason to justify
their particular morality.
SPARTAN DAILY: Do you?
INIASON. Reason is my moral absolute. I try to live by it.
SPARTAN DAILY: Mr. Mason, you are a rather prolific
essayist. Why, at this time, did you choose poetry as a frame for
your philosophy?
YEARS
MASON: I’ve been writing poetry for several years. I have found
it easier to get letters and essays published. Markets seem to prefer
prose.
SPARTAN DAILY: Why do you think this is true?
MASON: Witness Spartan Daily. How long has it been since
you’ve scen a poem there?
SPARTAN DAILY: Why dc publishers avoid poetry in mass
circulation publications ... newspapers?

A Cardigan sweater with saddle shoulder,- Nlitile

Taped Hot Debate

announce-

..Our Specialty

N
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DELUXE HAMBURGER

4

I/4 Pound of Ground Beef with Mayonnaise, Lettuce, Tomato, Pickle and Onion.

4

4th and Sf. James

accepting

ments from contributors who
have ...Warn terl f.ike eismts.

Veal
Scaloppini
$1.65
Served with Potatoes,
Fresh Vegetable,
Bread and Butter

,

Free parkin, at Al’s 6 Earl’s
38 .,. 3rd St.

N

ANGELO’S
STEAK HOUSE
E.. Santa Clara Street

Coming: November 4 and 5, 1965
HUGHES announces
campus interviews for
Electronics Engineers and
Physicists receiving
B.S., M.S., or Ph.D. degrees.
Contact your Placement Office
immediately to arrange an
interview appointment.
Or write: Mr. A. J. Simone
Hughes Field Service & Support
P.O. Box 90515
Los Angeles, California 90009
Creating a new world with electronics

HUGHES
HUGHES AIRCRAFT COMPANY
u.s. CITIZENSHIP REQUIRED
An equal opportun:ty employer.

$2.99
294-1562

.

Secretarial Group
To Hold Initiation
At College Chapel
Chi Sigma Epsilon, SJS secretarial honor society, will initiate 19 new members in the College Chapel, Saturday, at 10 a.m.
Following the initiation ceremonies, Chi Sigma members will
gather in Cafeteria A and B
for a brunch and a talk by Miss
Vicki Hankins. Miss Hankins is
a member of the college honor
society for secretarial students
and will speak about their recent six-month visit to Switzerland.
Coeds to be initiated into
membership are Cynthia Conrad,
Jane Gardner, Irene Hassel, JoAnn Hickey, Judith Hilgendorf,
Barbara Hitchings, Agnes Nagatoishi, Carol Olson, Tarla Owens,
Nancy Rolfe, Roselyn Sapp. Susan Racette, Diane Van Every
;Ind Susan Weiner.

By SUSIE KANG
Campus Life Editor

-Photo by Steve Starr
WELL-KNOWN WRITER AND WIFE-Visiting scholar Erskine
Caldwell and his wife, Virginia, pose for cameramen at a press
conference held yesterday in the President’s Conference Room,
ADM174. Mrs. Caldwell’s views about being the wife of a successful writer are found in today’s -Sans-Souci" column.

Think, Act Anti-American

Training Begins for MUN
By LAVELLE JACKSON
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
Thirty-five students are learning
to think and act like a small, antiAmerican and anti-Russian nation
ribeentOMMINOPPIW21WMIPTSIMINIP

Open Tonight
Until 9 p.m.

Vet

QBOOK
v STORE

called Albania, and in the words
of class chairman Harold Kushins,
"It’s fun to be the devil’s advocate."
The Model United Nations
(MUN) class, meeting at 7 p.m.
every Wednesday, is familiarizing
students with the rules and organizations of the United Nations
(U.N.) and with the foreign policy of Albania. SJS delegates will
represent Albania at the MUN
convention in San Francisco next
spring.
OPPOSES RUSSIA
Albania is the only European
country to oppose Russia in favor
of Red Chinese ideologies. Because
Red China is not recognized in
the U.N., Albania acts as its un-
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loves you

"Love" has become such a misused word fhaf it is almost out of
style to say "I love you." To say that "God is love" hardly produces
a response from anyone any more. But the Bible nof only says that
God is love, but also makes if clear that He who is love is quite prepared to demonstrate that love in uniquely personal ways any individual can understand and experience. God is never much interested
in man-made theories which try to explein what He is like, but He is
always glad to enrich en empty soul and fill an empty heart until it
overflows with love. Dismissing the high-towered claims of contemporary theologians, Jesus Christ said, "Truly I say to you whoever does
not receive the kingdom of God like a child shall not enter if."
(Mark 10:151 The love which God offers is experienced by Mose
who come to Jesus Christ in simple childlike faith and trust. Intellikcfuel arguments and human reasoning gef one nowhere with Him!
To those who mistakenly believe that God is a vengeful father figure in the clouds, the Bible assures us that this all-powerful Being
is totally unselfish, and that He lives forever only for the benefit of
others. His love, which knows no bounds, is fully demonstrated for all
to see at the cross where Jesus Christ voluntarily died to give His life
in exchange for yours. "Herein is love, nof that we loved God, but
that He loved us and sent His Son to be the propitiation for our
sins." (I John 4:10) On the very night of His betrayal Jesus Christ
himself told his disciples, "This is my commandment that you love
one another as I have loved you. Greater love has no men than this,
Mat a man lay down his life for his friends." (John IS:I2.13)
God always meets us manto-man, and the Good News of the
Bible is that God loves you, and that Jesus Christ as your invisible
Friend is prepared to carry your sins and worries upon Himself to
that timeless and eternal event of His cross where He suffers and
dies that you might live forever. Have you discovered this love?
Do you really know how much God cares? A simple prayer will bring
this love to you today.

official spokesman on U.N. committees.
Albania is also the only country which boycotted Pope Paul’s
speech at the U.N. and is one of
only a few nation.s which still demand that Russia and France PaY
their U.N. dues before voting.
NICELY OBNOXIOUS
"With Albania, we have a lot
of freedom of action," Kushins
said. "The delegates are going to
have to be obnoxious in a nice
way."
Being obnoxious includes interrupting committee meetings, ridiculing Russian policies, and attacking United States foreign and
domestic affairs.
Kushins, who coordinates the
class and teaches the basic workings of the U.N., said that immediate plans are to organize the
class into mock committees, learning to use U.N. procedures.
TROUBLE SPOTS
"Anything could flare up In
trouble spots, so we have to keep
up on current events, too," Kushins added.
The "trouble spots" include Viet
Nam, Cyprus, Kashmir, Union of
South Africa, and any other locality which might be used to
force issues with the U.S. or
Russia.
Dr. Glenn Morgan, associate professor of political science and faculty adviser for the class, lectured this week on the Russian Chinese conflict.
Dr. E. P. Panagopoulos, professor of history, is scheduled to
speak on Albania next week.

12 DELEGATES
At the end of this semester, 12
students will be chosen as dele’gates to the MUN convention in
== San Francisco next April. Those
=4. 12 students will continue the class
next semester.
Kushins, Dr. Morgan, and Con
Lebedef f, graduate student adviser for the class, also will attend
the convention.
MUN represents an association
of over 100 junior colleges, colleges, and universities of the Pa§ cific West, Alaska, and Hawaii.

BY SUSIE KANO
Campus Life Editor
We wanted to get to know Erskine Caldwell better so we went
to his wife.
Mrs. Virginia Caldwell has been married nine years to Erskine
Caldwell, visiting scholar at SJS, celebrated novelist, scholar, world
traveler, radio and news correspondent, and "dedicated writer."
Mrs. Caldwell modestly calls herself a "housewife" who manages
domestic duties at their home in Orinda, an artist ("by hobby"),
secretary for her husband. and mother of five children.
WHAT IT IS LIKE
In an informal interview yesterday, we asked Mrs. Caldwell
about the challenges and life of being the wife of a successful
person.
Our first question: What is your reaction to your husband’s
sucressful endeavors as scholar, writer, man of multi -talents?
Mrs. Caldwell answered, "1 think that my husband enjoys working and, had he chosen another career, he would have given it the
same dedication that he gives to his writing."
GETS PROOFREADING TRAINING
Reporter: Do you assist your husband in any way in the writing
of his novels?
Mrs. Caldwell: I do not assist in the actual writing. When a
book is finished, I am the first proofreader.
Reporter: What is the most important role that you have as a
wife to a well-known scholar and novelist?
Mrs. Caldwell: I feel that all wives can help their husbands by
being adaptable and by maintaining their "good nature" when a
husband encounters difficulties- no matter what his field.
Mrs. Caldwell also said that she travels with her husband
whenever and wherever he goes on an assignment.
The couple have been to nearly every part of the world except
Africa, Australia and India, she pointed out. Their recent visit to
the Deep South of U.S. was "most impressive" to the visiting
scholar’s wife.
SHORT ANSWER, LONG QUESTION
Reporter: Your opinion on the following statement, please: "A
worrian must be everyone and everything to her husband" (a statement we caught in the Lisa Hobbs press conference two weeks ago r.
That is, she must be his adviser, his medical adviser, his secretary,
his copy reader, his wife, his children’s mother, his press secretary,
his calendar and his sounding board for complaints.
Mrs. Caldwell: It helps if she can do all of these things-except.
I believe in doctors as medical advisers!
Mrs. Caldwell met her husband in Baltimore, Maryland nine
years ago at the home of a publisher. She told us that she has a long
list of hobbies and interests-traveling, painting, reading books of
all sorts including mysteries, most sports, gardening, knitting and
music.
SAYS SHE ENJOYS COOKING
Do you enjoy cooking? we asked. "Yes!" she came back with
an enthusiastic reply. Her favorite dish is southern fried chicken.
Caldwell, best selling author of "God’s Little Acre" and "Tobacco
Road," has been a seaman, cotton picker, cook, body guard, cab
driver, poolroom attendant, variety store clerk, building lot salesman, football player, and journalist.
Reporter: Why such a wide variety of jobs?
Mrs. Caldwell: To find out how people actually lived -to gain
real experience in these activities.
And thus we met Mrs. Erskine Caldweli and: at the same time,
her celebrated husband.

By pAT HEFFERNAN
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
Can you speak a foreign language? Or would you like to spend
a year abroad but can’t speak the
language? Would you like to continue school abroad?
Well, you can by becoming one
of SJS"International Students."
The International Students program was initiated in the State
College System in 1963 for study
abroad by upper division students
who register as students of both
the overseas institution and the
state college.
Countries included in the program are France, Germany, Italy,
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Save with Budget Rent-A-Car:
a full 24-liour day
a mile
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Special Discount
FACULTY
STUDENTS
ALUMNI
just present your staff or
ASB card

Bring Joy and Autumn

Movie & Still
Cameros
Supplies
Projectors
Equipment
developing - printing
rentals - repairs

Beauty to Your Home

SINCE

Contemporary Christians on Campus
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hair fashion news, head lines
are shorter than ever.
The new clip, whicn New York
salon stylists call "the sassoon,"
is strictly for cut -ups. Hair is
shingled to ear tip level and
sculptured into understated
curls.
Details of the shortcut to fashion are inverted scallops
which form three tapered points
at the neckline. Wide curls
frame the ears while the top
tresses are ponied into shape.
Short-haired models favor the
BB line (Below Beret) because
it stays chic and smooth with
minimum care. Coeds who tried
Beatle bobs last year will find
these new shorties much more
stylish.
Although the cropped style Is
most flattering when it is sleek
and smooth, the short curls
sometimes are teased in all directions to create the popular,
tousled look.
The new style is also thrifty.
requiring just the oricitial

FIROWER.
ARRANGEMENTS

Montoya At SJCC
Carlos Montoya, famed flamenco
quitarist, will appear in concert
at San Jose City College, Sunday
at 8:30 p.m. Tickets for the concert in the Men’s Gymnasium, are
$2. The concert is part of the
F:vening Cultural Series.
Montoya htts been acclaimed by
critics as "the foremost exponent
of flamenco guitar." At the age
of 14 he was the toast of cafe
cantanles during the hey-day of
flamenco singing and dancing.

Japan, Spain, Sweden and Taiwan.
Students who do not speak a foroign language may spend the year
in either Japan or Sweden.
A faculty committee on each
campus selects students for the
programs on the basis of academic.
linguistic, and personal qualifications, according to Dr. Martin.
Interested students, to be eligible, must attend a meeting at
3:30 p.m. Thursday, Nov. 4, in
TH55, to meet Dr. Thomas Lantos,
director of the program, and to
be interviewed. Students planning
to attend the meeting are asked to
fill out applications at the Office of the Dean of Students, ADM
269, before the meeting.

,st’ %RYAN DATT.Y-I5

Coed Hairdo Styles
Switch to \Shorties’

IMMO

Upper Division Students
Sought for Study Abroad
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Strong Don Forward Line
To Test Spartan Defense
SFS especially had trouble getting by the Spartan defenders, as
practically the entire contist was
played in Golden Gator territory.
Only some had breaks kept the
victory margin of 3-1 as close as
it was for the San Joseans, and
The Spartan back line has been SFS’ only goal was the result of
rtstanding in all their matches . the ball skidding off the foot of
this year except Stanford, vi,hich ’Spartan goalie Frank Mangiola to
!ir Gator player.
The SJS eleven will find the
‘,7,7.11! ’..F ’;
117,7
7;17:
J 171;1
H.q.’s a much tougher foe than
s FS however.
Captain Rick Olivas, an
selection in 1964, center
...ward Sandor Hitts and right
Eduardo Rangel lead a high
.0ring front line which is a severe
to any defense.

Suit. 1 1

ORANGE JIL LIE S
Corner of

lacked up five goals but still lost

Anelher sterling defensive performative, like the one they turneJ
fe-,,,n .1 San Pi anciseo State last
Saturday, will be a must for tho
SJS soccer crew if they are to
term row night in
tirert L’S F
Spartan Stadium,

Itin.-Sat.. 1 11

Fernando

Vote

independently

Steve Uwe’ and Heros Esrailian,
1 ..th of whom received praisc from
Spartan coach Jidie menendez for
their defensive work against the
Gators, will again noid down the
fullback posts for SJS.

LyNN

Unbeaten Squads
Vie in Crucial

for
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NiLbe, 633 So. 5th)
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probably be the starting halfbacks.
Sermol and Mittens have been
standouts all season, while Canabou has done a commendable job
at left half since Mani Gonzales
was shifted to the offensive line.
The Dons will be fired up for
this match, not only because the
Spartans put the only blemish on
their record with a 1-1 tie on
Oct. 2, but also because the San
Jose outfit beat them 2-1 in overtime last year to nose them out
for the NCISC title.
With both squads holding down
unbeaten records, the Dons al
3-0-1 and the Spartans at 2-0-2.
the stage is set for a repeat of
that match.

would like all men students Interested in varsity and frosh baseball
to complete It public relations form
at their earliest convenience.
Forms are available at the office
of the Illett’s Gymnasium.

felehts[10.
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SPECIAL
STUDENT’S DINNER
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Served Daily:
4:30-8:00 p.m.

Famous
Hofbrau Band

Sunday:
11:00 a.m.-8:00 p.m.

Fri. & Sat.

garden City ....11ofiratt
51 So. Alarket
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Spartababes Meet
Fresno Contingent
There Tomorrow

LET’S GO SKIN DIVING!
OFF SEASON RATES

The SJS freshman graldcrs witt
Hap Sermol, Hercules Mihelis
Jean-Pierre C’ a n a 0 u will try to rebound from two straight
from Stanford squads
defeats

NIBBE

(Committee

Open Tonight
Until 9 p.m.

Head baseball coach Ed Sobczak

Ily BOR REED
Daily Sports Writer

"A DevilishGood Drink"

:

Baseball Forms

Soccer Titanic

,
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A "tneetin’ of the unbeaten"
Ikblights toclay’s fraternity league
.
grid play, when league-leading
SAE and third place Theta Chi
clash.

when the Spartahabes tangle with
Fresno State freshmen tomorrow
in Fresno.
Last
was

week

clobbered

the

Spartan

by

the

frosh

Stanford

frosh 50-0 but a small SJS squad.
32 degree temperature. and a very
talented and large Papoose team
had much to do with the overThe SAE’s, who feature a pass- whelming seore.
ing combination of Tom Martin to
Two weeks ago the Spartababes
Terry Moore. have a season record
lost to the Stanford junior varof five wins. no losses and one tie.
sity 23-16.
Quarterback Randy Wright
The only SJS victory was over
leads Theta Chi, which brings a
the San Francisco State JV’s 13-0.
mark into the contest.
Quarterback Russ Munson conThe game is scheduled to start
15 on south campus field tinues to spark the Spartababes
offense. The former Lodi High
:..igtna Pi battles Sigma Chi in star has connected on 36 of 5S
he only meeting slated for today. passes for 358 yards and three
In Tuesday’s action, Delta Sigma scores.
His favorite receivers are high
Phi downed Sigma Pi 12-6, and
Sig Ep and Lcurbda Chi Alpha school teammate Dan Anderson,
flanker Dave Mercer, and tight
fought to a scoreless deadlock.
Delta Sig touchdowns came on end Eldon Milholland. Anderson
passes from Gene Franck to Mike bagged five of Munson’s tosses
McNair and Ned Burows to John against the Stanford frosh while
,1,111.
caught three.
Oppenheimer.

are now in effect
of nationally certified instructions
with equipment furnished.

$25 for 21 hours

Call Now for Sat. Beach & Dive Party

*

NO MEMBERSHIP REQUIRED
Classes Starting Monthly

SAN JOSE DIVERS SERVICE
77 N. 27th Street
-0,-...e....-r-corAe

298-2156

ficathsiled cpaPtan

IAMBI
SALE

"POP" RECORDS

OUR ENTIRE CATALOG ot pop records by your favorite
artists on Columbia . . . choose from Mono or Stereo
SAVE’ ’
SAVE
and save

Style 5500Rolex Air KingOyster Perpetual (waterproof.
self-winding); 17.jewel movement in stainless steel case,
Matching bracelet. $15.00.
$125.00

COLUMBIA RECORDS
let 5.79

4"

list G.79
529

list 3.79

59

Sports Time
Yttit.M

list 4.79

Jim 046ente

359

Ppe4fident (1 the Aelta cigma Phi
BOB DYLAN
ANDY WILLIAMS
BROS FOUR
BARBARA STREISAND
NOT BENNETT
STEVE LAWRENCE
NEW CHRISTY MINSTRELS
mitr DAVIS
CHAO 1 JEREMY
DAVE BAJBECK
PETE SEEDER
NONE DOW
(ME GM(
RAY CONIFF
IHRONIOUS MONK
and &reit Flioulay
Cast recordings including
WEST SIDE STORY
SOUTH PACIFIC
SOUND OF MUSIC
MY FAIR LADY

266 5. FIRST ST. ... and
open Mon., Thum , Fri Mee%

"When feeding 50 men a meal, good
hashers are a must. The large, quick
response to Delta Sig’s "hashers
wanted" ad was great. From it we
were able to select the three bestqualified hashers available."

47,74Dhat
War, Cell’
e;’ ‘‘

... VALLEY FAIR
open 5 ;sites a week

MO0141

The modern sportsman wears a Rolex watch. No
need to coddle a Rolex, handle it with kid gloves.
or take it off when the going’s rough ... because
the Rolex movement is shockproteeted, designed
to take even the most grueling sports in stride.
Rolex watches for active sportsmen incorporate
the unique double -protective features of the Rolex
OYSTER (waterproof’) case and patented "twin.
lock" crown. Rolex watches are accurate. fun.
tional, always dependable ... the finest piece of
sports equipment a man can own.
Let us show you your next Rolex...the watch
that likes your sports as much as you do.

I

.0

You can get satisfactory results with
a classified ad. Also, if you have
anything to rent, sell or buy, come to
Room J-206 between 10:30 a.m.-1:30
p.m., Monday thru Friday. Rates
start at $1 for a 2 line, one-day ad.

!,iq
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ROLEX
OYSTER PERPETUAL

9111.5/er
fiettleteri
72 S. FirsI
Sett Jo00
Phone 297.0920
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Phone 279.3051
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Saturday Afternoon

’Wrestlers Swing to Oregon

I

Rugged ’Big 6’ Defense,
RunningLobos’ Assets
Hy JEFF’ STOCKTON
Daily sports Editor
Head New Mexico coach Bill
Weeks has two things going for
him the Lobos’ ground grime and
their "Big 6" defense, when his
squad meets SJS Saturday afternoon in Albuquerque.

.1,1

Tailback Carl Bradford, a 5-9,
Weeks, in his fifth year as coach 180 pounder from Richmond, leads
of the New Mexico gridders, be- the team in rushing with 324 yards
lieves he has one of the finest in 69 carries. Fullback Carl Jaek-

egi to faces
erapplers.
Skin.
f’orich fTugh Mumby’s Spartans
Tourney action shows SJS host,
will make a three-meet tour or ing the Northern California InviOregon, facing Oregon College at tational. the Mare Island invits
’
and the Pacific Coast meet
Oregon State at Corand Oregon at Salerno
;it sail Jose Hill High.

GARAGE EUROPA
Mercedes

Specialists in the Repair of Volkswagen

e(4it

Porsche

850 Lincoln Ave
San Jose 25, Calif.
292-5675

MASTER MECHANICS
Trained in Germany
Werner Zollenkopf

"Work ()I Ars"
’Uhl

re

:0/118

Our Specially

10!; DISCOUNT
ASB CARD

Art Cleaners
398

One thrS .Serlire

293.1030

E. Santa Clara

WILL YOU HAVE PROFES
SIONAL SERVICES AVAILABLE
TO ASSIST IN YOUR OVERALL FINANCIAL OBJECTIVES?
5-10 years from today where do
you want to beWhat do you
want to have/
Who will help you get Irons Isere to
there?
Your Banker
Your C.P.A.
You, Tas Attorney
YOUr Trust Officer

Your Mutual Benefit Agent is indiyi
dually selected and treined to work
wilh these persons to assist in your
overall financial Plannnig
Mutual Benefit Life is a New York
torhpany, adrnAted to do business in
every state. with agencies in eve,y
major city.
So Look Mutual Benefit
When You Look Ahead

Larry Nclon
MUTUAL
BENEFIT LIFE

Wrlte or call for information

715 North First Street
Suite 35

Dan Hitchcock SJS ’59
Larry Nelson SFS ’62

297-2738
Peninsula 968-6816

Tom Fields SJS ’65

San Jose

N.

LO /EST

RECORD DOLDER
The Lobo signal-caller now holds
the New Mexico career total offense record with 2.192 yards, after his performance against Arizona State last week.

e4

Gas Prices in San Jose
Guaranteed Major Brand Gasoline

The "Big 6" is the Lobo’s defensive line that is loaded with talent.
Weeks constantly praises the play
of the forward wall.

Mechanics trained in Europe
for perfection in San Jose

The SJS grapplers host the bay
swing through area practlee matches November
the 1965-66 SJS’i 19 to unofficially kick off the sea-

18-i11,1 ts it Ss )1 ,s1..11,-; ,friledUk.

highlighted by a

tinning attacks ever in his history son has gained 282 in 80 tries.
is Lobo mentor.
Quintana is the third leading
Led by "Mr. Everything"__stan ground gainer on the Lobo squad
the Labos’ top-notch with 269 yards. He has completed
Quintana
t he New Mexico 15 out of 47 aerials for 197 .ards.
quarterback,
backfield plans to create several
holes Olathe Spartan defense.

Cal Jeter (2051 and F.milio Valiez (2001 perform at end for the
"Big 6." Tackles are BOI, Bouyer,
a 215 pounder who is considered
by Western Athletic Conferenct,
coaches as one of the circuit’s top
lineman, and Paul Smith (2251, a
surprising sophomore.

The two49:tru:x.lis.rilnlItFI:e line are!
Dave Het tenni 12261, a San Francisco 49er future draft choice, and
Rex Heninglon C2201.
The Lobos are currently tied for
first place in the WAC with Wyoming. Both sport 2-1 records.
Week’s teams have either won
or tied for the WAC crown the
three years that the conference
has existed.
New Mexico lost both of its non.conference games this season.
Texas Western tromped the Lobos
15-14, and Colorado State wort
27-22.
NOT HAPPY
The Lobo coach is not happy
with the Albuquerque gridders’
showing against Arizona State.
The New Mexico defense gave up
185 yards on the ground and an
additional 145 in the air. while
losing 27-14.
"ASU hit us with the long bomb
plus had the running game up the
middle that we couldn’t stop,"
Weeks said. "We’ll have to get
back on the right track this weekend if we expect to stop San Jose.’’

SPARTAN DATLY-1

-

4th & William
13th & Julian

MEL TOM recs’ivcd SJS coach Harry Aniticrson’s praise for his
tough defense play at linebacker against the University of Arizona last week.

ool Sharks Ready
Eye Top-Ranked Bruins

Four Locations to Serve You

Puritan 0:1 Co.

pnietir,

hettia. titan voted mainly tri overawing tor the
hri’l (Alit ill
Ill’eSSUre expected from
the Spartan pool.
; the Bruins
the No. 1 ranked
Coach Lee Walton is real squad in the nation.
iailoists’
his
water
pleased with
The Bruins play mainly El ballworkouts this week as the Spar- , eontrol type of game, waiting for
tans prepare to tangle UCLA
the good shot. Walton considers
day night in the Spartan pool at 8 them one of the better offensive
o’clock.
j teams around and feels they can
For the first time this year. I use the fast break type offense il
has
decided
on
his
starting
neces.sary.
Walton
line-up for Friday night’s game ’ Completely overlooked has been
Moore,
in
the
week:
Don
an
anti-climatic contest Saturday
early
John Williams Steve Floberg, morning at 10 with Cal at Irvine.
Greg Swan, Bill Parker, Chuck
With all the SJS efforts naturally turned to UCLA during the
Cadigan and Bruce Hobbs.
bett.er
looked
have
!week,
Irvine cnuld pose a definite
"These guys
in practice this week. than any unit problem to the Spartans, who will
we’ve hod this year," Walton fix - probably suffer the natural men al letdown after the pressure of
claimed.
Friday Mehl s fray.
Spartan 1.0:iiros tiny, lieen

{...enesey,’

CV01. bel ore, t
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t 24‘ a
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Poloists Keep Smiles,
Eat Dm ner Tonight

The Spartans have both the
good passing attack and hard
Hy PAUL s %Vol.t
ground game through the center !
Daily Sports Writer
of thedine.
Spartan water dogs are aiminc
SJS leads the series with New
for different goals than usual toMexico, two games to one but the
night.
Lobos captured the last contest
Rather than firing shots at the
25-13 in 1962.
water polo goal, the piloists will
be eating dinner at six SJS sororiI COACH JOHN %VERB
ties.
This Spartan first came at the
Frosh grid coach John Webb, a
former SJS football player. is also invitation of Alpha Chi Omega,
the varsity’s defensive backfield Alpha Phi, Alpha Omieron Pi, Chi
mart and at times, scoots the Omega, Gamma Phi l’e.dit and
Kappa Alpha Theta sororities.
varsity’s next opponents.

61h & Keyes
10th & Taylor

Meridian at Moorpark
San

Jose

Music Thurs. through Sun. from 8:30 p.m.

ATTENTION !! 20% OFF !

Ali, 1. ,yhint.: through their pie , practice swimming laps, the players gathered around coach Lee
Walton’s clip board.
Walton, at first perplexed, asked
t he players
-Why aren’t you
working- out?"
Captain Don Moore spoke up,
-We’re looking for sonwthine.
!coach.’
Walton at once caught on and
gave the players the sheet that
listed which players were going t..
1which respective sorority.
As soon as the well -liked coach
gave Moore what he WAS i0Oki/1,.
all I he players crowded arounil
the sheet, finding their names on
ill.. list.

Sororities, fra:e:-:iities, dormitories,
clubs, and stt c:ent housing, we row
present groLlp rates on pizza, 20’-’ 0
off! We also have a banquet room
available for private parties.
For information call
286.9666

4************-*****************- ******-*-4Witri*-**************** ****** ***********
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PRE -SEASON

CLEARANCE
VALUES

coAl,t ;0 COAST

YOUNG ADULTS
ACCOUNTS INVITED!

BOOT V A IA ES

ACCOUNTS OPENED IN 3 MINUTES!
A

Complete Line of National’s( Advertised

Engagement Map
Wedding Rings
Watches
Birthstone Rings
Costume Jewelry
I.D. Bracelets
Clocks

Cameras
Binoculars
Electric Shavers
Phonographs
Hifi Sets
Radios
Electrical Appliances

NO MONEY DOWN

Dwntown

Products
Dinnerware
Silverware
Watch and Jewelry
Hepairs
Tape Recorders

A YEAR TO PAY

things go

better

65 So. First St.

We validate all downtown lot tickets
CT 2-4910 -Opee ’til 9 Mon.. Haws. &
Niles

witn

Valley Fair Shopping Cnter
S-3040 -Open Mon. 1hre Fri. ’til 9,30 pate.
Sunnyvale
2 09
SE 9-0591 -Optima
9

So. Taaffe St.
Dias.

Nitas

Game goes better refreshed.
And Coca-Cola gives you that big, bold tx;to.
Always just right,
never too sweet ... refreshes be I.

FREI
PARKING

Coke
aultItd undet the aultuully

C.,,, .1 Ci

I uul

Nordien
reg. $42.50 now

$29.95

Nordica
reg. $32.50

$22.95

now

SKI
SPECIALS
Kastle
rcg. $135.00 now S108.00

Pants
Parkas
Side priced from
si5.00 to s30.00
others marked at
I/3 off
Ilt.giottlet and expert trill find it ’ride
NI1011: Nk18. 11111(’S. g(Iggit,S, (Mot,.

Kneissl
reg. $119.95 now

S75 00

NO1’11114.11111

$37.50 now $27.9S

reg.

reg. $27.50 now
s!
(Uhl rto

S19.95

rill, Pi ill 4P111’
t

REED’S SPOIITINC; (;(1()1)S 3.151 Alum Rock 258-5305
i.y.

COCISCOLA BOTTLING COMPANY 01 MN Nisi, SAN nisi, cm

ueNIA

I,
l*"......-.41,444.144444-144444-**++4+++++1*******1-1^*4.1,..**444,14*-4-**,**-’14****1
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Job Interviews

1961

KKK Two-Faced
h PolIcemen, ,
Committee Charges
WA,IIING’11):\
Cnngressional investigators cliarw,cil
yesterday Ku Klux Klansmen paj
lip service to law and order but
attach such labriS aS "termite"
and "rat" to policemen who dare
ask question, about the night
riders.
"Why do you per,i,t in trying
to :lest roj police officials :aid others when they attempt to tio their
duties?" Rep. Joe R. Pool, D-Tex.,
asked George F. Dorsett, a Greensboro, N.C., man identified as imperial Klan chaplain of the United
Klans of America, Inc.
Dorsett, described as a vertt
of the klan’s ovvn version irJ
ter’s last stand some jt
when the night riders v.,
tacked by an Indian tribe. sitsitillj
declined to answer committee
questions.

%II inter%14.1%.4re held in the
Nab..., awl salt, ’nonagePlacement Center. 1,103123-1. Ap- , ment training prograr 0 NI t be
pointment sign-up. lit,gin
a U.S. citizen. Will consider those
ss ith six months servlee obligation.
TIWYAINI .4 for eompan%
Male only. Area of work is San
%1,1%., the folloning neck. Januar% grad. may obtain further
Mutual Benefit 1.1Th Insurance
m.111411110
1111.
C
pans: open to all majors for
PIM...111.41i Center.
positions in sales and sides man101/%1
agement. Must be a U.S. citizen.
II. 1.1.111111.)
(
pam : ac- Male only. Area of woek is Bay
counting majors for position as Area.
professional staff accountant.
Fairchild Senucondintnr:
ISee
Must be a U.S. citizen. Male only. informal ion alswe.)
Area of work is San Francisco, TOMORROW
Los Angeles, Sacramento, PortI’hits. Pfizer & Company, Incorland.
porated: liberal arts, pre-med,
NASA -Ames Ito:parch Center: pharmacy, biolOgy, chemistry and
aero and astro engineering, me- business administration majors for
chanical engineering. engineering positions in pharmaceutical sales.
physics, biology, biochemistry, Male only. Area of work is West
ohysiology. zoology, botany and roast, or elsewhere if desired.
t i’ettrical engineering majors for
ions in basic and experimental
-arch. Must be a U.S. citizen.
t tie or female. Area of work is
’141ett Field. Should be in upper
’ per cent of class or "B" avBEVERLY HILLS (UPI,
01’,040.
Connecticut Mutual Life Insur- Comedian Groucho Marx is one
onee: open I.,
majors for 1:10- school dropout whose personal papers are destined for inclu-sion in
the U.S. Library of Congress.
Marx, saying he was "astonished
and flattered," confirmed last
night that the congressional library had asked him to donate his
papers, including letters and manuscripts.
"For a fellow who didn’t finish
2 MALE ROOMMATES WANTED TO
SHARE NICE 2 BDRM. APT. 332.50 public school and who spent most
,..
.
’In
2. 286-5692.
of his life in small-time vaudeville
GORDON HALL CONTRACT -FOR and the movies,
it’s quite a thing,"
SALE. tvt .
298.0201.
DLX.
Heel for rnar
8.1SALUTE TO NEHRU
.
qu’et. 475 S. 4th F48.
WASHINGTON !UPI) An ex5"’AC1OUS I BDRM. FURN. APT. Quiet.
hibit featuring photographs and
FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED:Share writings which highlight the life
’4. free rent. 129 and political career or the late
Jawaharlal Nehru, prime minister
? X 2 BDRM APT.
$120 me. 286 - of India, opened yesterday at the
Smithsonian museum. The display
MALE ROOMMATE WANTED - TO was
arranged by his daughter,
SHARE DIX. FURN. STUDIO APT. Pelast year
2
S. 8th. 286-6428. indiza, after his

Groucho Asked
To Donate Papers

Spartan Daily

Classifieds

1111:1=1:2,414;i2
SALINAS HIGH CRADS.

711111’
’62 HONDA SUPER 4-

VK

’58 CHEV
6 ’59 Vw,

QUIET COMFORTABLE ROCA/. 1 or
:4’n. 286.3025.
iNAPPD. APT. $65. Gids only. Inquire

54i

OLDS

r

B.S.A. 63

S

11.,r1ENTS.

m shore. I rm.:
167 E. S’ ’ ’
FOR MEN. K:t, Priv.
Eves. c,

9,n
’58 MG ROADSTER, .
.
’54 A. HEa,

OD

"63 YAMAHA.

B.ACHELOR APT. $70.Cieen. I
I
S. 9 St. t’,..ne 298.0602.
msle to silo,’
..

Neither rain
nor snow
nor heat
nor Liz

’64 HONDA.
"31 1741)=Mal al ?.

’55 Ol"

T

’

glesses/brown ot

BSA.

ISM=rallIE

CORVEllE

YPING SERVICE

.

TYPING. ’1,rn rmpers, thesis, ate. P,
24) n’1,1
typING IN MY HOME. E.per. depend2-44 i313.
.
’
IBM electric. Work
TYPING. A k
9577.
’CFNSED CHILD CARE. 2 yrs. or un,
241.5615.
TIRF CHAINS RENT OR SELL. Csr &
,varrn & Leh
San Jose.

4 :4 ’

A FULL COLONIAL GO A/N.

IMITIC2=011.
ROOM
Glrit

BOAPD At,D SALAR9

J010

’.UTO INSURANCE FOR STUDENTS.’
grJley. 28645386. 449 W. Sem

1.1=tartNe.
E1CA, C.L7.12ARD 141 Fl EQUIP.
COMPONENT STEREO

- East San

FOP

Sen. Kennedy
Ends Tour
Of Viet Nam
SAID?* WM1 A Dertaxratie
congressional team headed by Sen.
Edward M. Kennedy completed
a brief, action -packed tour of Viet
Nam yesterday by discussing refugee aid and political conditions
with Saigon student leaders.
Kennedy said he was encouraged
by what/le saw. "but we recognize thafigThe best we can possibly
say is that we are hopeful about
it, and it certainly appears that
this is going to be a long and
enduring struggle."
The visitors left aboard an Air
Force jet, transport for Vientiane,
Laos, on :the next leg of a trip
through Southeast Asia.
The Massachusetts lawmaker,
Sen. Joseph D. Tydings, Md., and
Reps. John Culver, Iowa, and
John Tunney, Calif., earlier went
to Saigon University for the meeting with Vietnamese students.
All agreed that American help
was needed to feed and clothe
refugees immediately, but the long
term problem of rehabilitation was
one which only the Vietname,,
could solve.
All of the visitors but Tydings
left after about an hour for discussions vvith U.S. Ambassador
Henry Cabot Lodge and Foreign
Minister Tran Van Do. The Maryland senator stayed behind to talk
with the students in a more relaxed atmosphere, after many onlookers and reporters departed.

Sukarno Ponders
Solution to Crisis
Triggered by Coup

JAKARTA (UPII - President
Sukarno met with the leaders of
;even of Indonesia’s political parties yesterday and pleaded for
calm while he works out a solution to the crisis triggered by the
abortive Oct. 1 coup. The Communist Party was conspicuously
absent.
a
Also attending the meeting
t
ihe presidential palace were the
deputy premier.s. including
the left -leaning Dr. Subandrio and
Army Commander Maj. Gen. Stiharto.
,
According to Information Minister Achmadi, Sukarno spoke for
nearly 90 minutes on the situation
in the wake of the coup.
Sukarno was conscious of all
kinds of pressures from various
groups following the coup, Achmadi said, and emphasized a calm
atmosphere wa.s urgently required
in order to work out a political
solution.

<*h-

Induction Notices
Burn as 18 Men
Counter-Protest

Spartaguide

A orriciin
Ir.iptist Churches of
California at First Baptist Church,
Sunnyvale.
Newman Choir, 8 p.m., Newman
HARLINGEN, Tex. (UPI)
Center, 79 S. Fifth St., all Catholic Eighteen young men stood around
students interested in signing are a trash basket full of blazing
welcome.
anned forces induction notices-TRI-C (Baptist Student Organ- their own.
ization), seminar--9:45 a.m., foBut the ceretnony Monday had
rum 5:45 p.m., TRI-C Building,
the approval of both the Selective
Third and San Antonio Streets.
Service and the Marine Corps.
MONDAY
It was the recruits’ way of
IEEE (Institute of Electrical
showing their support of U.S. forand F:lectronic Engineers), 7:30
eign policy in Viet Nam. They no
p.m., ED100. guest speaker.
longer need the induction letters.
TEES DAY
The young men touched off the
&Willi Affairs Committer, 3:30
p.m., College Union, all members fire in front of the Harlingen Post
Office. They all were volunteers
should attend.
Distinguished Scholar - in - Resi- for the marines.
Steve Hadlock, 29, of San Bedence Committee, 3 p.m., Art114,
nito, Tex.. put it this way: "We’re
regular meeting.
counter demonstrating against the
kVEDNESDAY
TOMORROW
Speech and Hearing Club, 7:30 draft card burners to show young
Baptist Student Union, 8 p.m.,
2217 Tiara Drive. San Jose, Hallo- p.m., Cafeteria A & B, guest Americans we are behind the
President."
ween Party -Come in Costume. speaker.
phone 258-5388 for information or
transportation.
SUNDAY
SEE THE STARS
Roger Williams Fellowship, 6:30
p.m., Meet at Grace Baptist
Church, to go to final meeting of
TODAY
San liha
Asian Culturei,
12:30 p.m., ’1111,7. film and music of India.
Rapthit Student Union, 7:30 p.m.,
PER109. Bible study.
Angel Flight, 6:30 p.m., CI1163,
regular meeting.
SJS Student Mathematical SO..
elety, 12:30 p.m., 11111221, guest
speaker.
fillted. 7:30 p.m.. 79 S. Fifth St.,
gUest s p ea k e r, Dr. Robert D.
Clark will speak on the topic of
"Important Aspects of College
Life."
Student Affiliate% of America
Chiruleal Society, 1:30 pan., Science 164, guest speaker.
Spartan Christian Fellowship
lInter-sarsityi, 8 p.m.. Memorial
Chapel, regular meeting.

ECEEININE1111111
..,-)-’,,,,_
-"iplietr"----,
. ,...:-

_

Force Refugees
To Leave Cuba
Despite High Seas
KEY WEST, Fla. (UPDCuban
refugees arriving here yesterday
said that Communist militiamen
are forcing small boats full of
freedom seekers to leave the Communist island despite high seas in
the Florida Straits.
The 95-foot cutter Cape Trinity
steamed into port at 7:45 a.m. escorting three little "freedom ferries" and carrying refugees from
three others which sank in rough
seas.
"I told them the boat just
wasn’t ready to leave Camarioca,"
said Rafael Garcia, skipper of the
Gizmo. -But the% sakl it had ’the
green light go’."
The Cape Trinity pulled 18 refugees and crewmen from the Gizm
o and it sank a short time later
Human cargo was also taken
from the other two small boats before they went down.
Today’s anivals
brought to
nearly 1.700 the number of Cubans
I who have gained freedom since the
,mall boat exodus began Oct. 7.
’

Feasibility Study
The Y.
Around
Committee
will study Ha’ feasibility of making fuller utilization of college facilities by operating all year in :Acrid or the present two semest.er
system.
The committee will also study
rther rossiltlo of:yr:rational systems
for SJS.
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Through the Hole in Olo Roof

NO COVER

POPULAR PRICES
HOLLYWOOD’S

13

WHISKY ’A GO GO

oti

SUNNYVALE
Washington 8 Murphy
Reservations
738-2576

Sunday Afternoon
Dance Session of 4 p.m.
Special Discount Prices

a
V

* *

* * * -k * *

*

0

It

ALLAN SHERMAN
HEADS STAR CAST

it

AT n!’:::3
AUTO NOW!

THE HOOK

MIKE FOX

1965

GIRLS.
SPECIAL FOR STUDENTS:
COOK
t,,ti

A

HAS.,E1

NEED RIDE TO LOS ANGELES. F
,) ;9, Pettti0,. Sun. 10’31. Sue W. 293
99’0 1,4. 5 7 40.H.

it

EARN

4,TRA 50C1-14,01

.,

MONEY.

To place an ad:
Call a+
Classified Adv. Office J206
Daily
10:30-3:30

4

21=1111

Pr")Cm
S

TRANSPORTATION 191

Ut I ’VE

’

Send in handy order blank. Enclose
....ash or check. Make check out to
Spartan Daily Classifieds.
Phone 294-6414, Ext. 2466

F

’1TH

To buy, sell, rent or
announce anything,
just fill out end clip
this ha ndy order
blank.

Send to: Spartan
Dat!y CLASSIFIEDS.
1200, Sar. lose State
College. San lose 14,
Cal:f

Minimum

Two lines One time Three times
One time 50c a line 25c a line

E
0
0

$1.00
1.50
2.00
2.50

51.50
2.25
3.00
3.75

52.00
3.00
4.00
5.00

Add this
amount for
each addi.
tional tine

.50

.75

1.00

Announcer’ents (1)
Automotive (2)
For See (3)
Help Wanted (A)
Housing (5)
Lost and Found (6)
Personals (7)
Services (8)
Transportation (9)

Address__

Name
Run Ad_
Starting Data

(No
_

Five times
20t a line

lines
lines
lines
lines

2
3
4
5

Pratt your ad here:
(Count 33 Letters and Spica ftlf

El
0
0

EXCHIG FACTORY
E

CLASSIFIED RATES

CHECK A
CLASSIFICATION
El

41,

of days) Enclose

Each Unto

can ever
wrinkle

h.i.s

Press-Free
Post-Grads

Nothing puts a crease in
these pants where a crease
doesn’t belong. They hold
their crisp, neat tool! hour
after hour. No matter how
often they get washed, they
never, ever need ironing.
Trimly tapered with belt
loops and cuffs. Colors and
fabrics for casual and dress
wear. 65% Dacron polyester/35% cotton, $6.98. Flannels, hopsacking, reverse
twists,Acrilan*acrylic,$7.98.
(Slightly higher in the West.)

First 17:me i".t Any Auto Show
$60,030 Idea Cs Direct
From N.Y. World’s Fair

A Step in the Right
Direction
’Tr:"

SAN JOSE

3.11.A ()era!’ ,st
Santa Cntz

Plume
124, 20111

A’rTENTION
Next week the HOME
special clearance 40f all

atch next

week’s

NOV. 5, 6, 7
COUNTY FAIRGROUNDS

Surf Shop is having a
their rental surfboards.

GEN. ADMISSION ..
CHILDREN

$1.50
.50

--ACRES OF FREE PARKING--

ha
SJ
dir
SJ

of
cio
Kc
Ps)
Mt
tin
Dr
cot
sis
f rc
De
fac
att
rie

an:

for prices and sizes.
ha,

